Phishing email has become a popular solution among attackers to steal all kinds of data from people and easily breach organizations' security system. Hackers use multiple techniques and tricks to raise the chances of success of their attacks, like using information found on social networking websites to tailor their emails to the target's interests, or targeting employees of an organization who probably can't spot a phishing email or malicious websites and avoid sending emails to IT people or employees from Security department. In this paper we focus on analyzing the coherence of information contained in the different parts of the email: Header, Body, and URLs. After analyzing multiple phishing emails we discovered that there is always incoherence between these different parts. We created a comprehensive method which uses a set of rules that correlates the information collected from analyzing the header, body and URLs of the email and can even include the user in the detection process. We take into account that there is no such thing called perfection, so even if an email is classified as legitimate, our system will still send a warning to the user if the email is suspicious enough. This way even if a phishing email manages to escape our system, the user can still be protected.
BRIEF PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Phishing emails are one of the most dangerous forms of attacks used by attackers worldwide. It is considered an easy way to avoid multiple security layers and it is directed to the weakest link of the security chain, which is the end user. It takes on average 229 days to discover a breach [3] . The user receives an email with a link to a malicious website, or a malware embedded attachment, which is made by the attacker himself. The email is constructed in such a Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). way as to appear as legitimate as possible, which raises the success probability of the attack. It has become easy now for attackers to mimic the email format of an organization or a company and they can either mass-mail it or be more selective. In the latter case it is called spear phishing and the email is tailored to each specific recipient, using personal information available in social networking websites (SNW), to appeal to his interests.
CONTRIBUTION AND HYPOTHESIS

Hypothesis
After analyzing a number of emails, we noticed that there always is some inconsistency between different parts of a phishing email. The most suspicious one is where an email is supposedly from a company asking the target to send personal information, and the sender is using a fake name and the email address is not from that company's domain. The better constructed a phishing email is, the more consistent it appears. The best phishing emails are hard to detect and tend to avoid detection measures, and smart attackers send these emails to people who are easy targets (e.g., non IT people). In the literature [16, 11, 14, 7, 9, 13, 15] , nobody could detect 100% of phishing emails, this shows the limit of the current automatic detection systems. Hence, it is better to include the user either in the detection process, or at least by just sending him a warning to make him pay more attention [10, 5] . For this purpose, user training is necessary.
Contribution
We design a comprehensive method, which relies on a set of rules that determine if an email is a phish based on information extracted from all parts of the email. We correlate the information collected from the header, body and URLs contained in the email, and check if it make sense. We verify in our method, if the information extracted from the header relates to the information contained in the body and even the URLs (same company or same domain name for example). We also include the user in a simple and intuitive way, so that the user becomes an asset to the security process rather than being the weakest link. At the end of the detection process, the system sends the user a warning if the email is suspicious enough but was not classified as phish. This will count as a final countermeasure against the imperfection issue of the system, and at the same time sensitize the user and make him more aware of this threat 3. METHODOLOGY
Header analysis Algorithm
Algorithm 1 Header Analysis Algorithm 1: given an email msg (eml or txt format) 2: // Get the necessary information from the header. 3: address = email address in "From" field 4: domain = domain of email address in "From" field 5: display = displayed sender name in the "From" field 6: message-ID = right hand side of "Message-ID" field 7: received1 = a list containing the "from" and "by" tokens in last "Received" field of email header 8: received2 = a list containing the "from" and "by" tokens in the second last "Received" field of email header 9: IPaddr1 = Ip address of sending host in last "Received" field of email header 10: IPaddr2 = Ip address of sending host in the second last if
email ← P hish 30:
if (match = 3) (match = 2 && nameM atch = Y es) then 31:
Body Analysis (Semantic and URL analysis) 32:
if U RL Analysis is P ositive then 33:
email ← P hish 34:
if U RL Analysis is N egative then 35:
if Semantic Analysis is P ositive then 36:
Send recipient a warning 37: //If nameMatch=No then it is added to the warning. 38: else 39:
email ← Legit
Matching Algorithm
DKIM: Domain-Keys Identified Mail is a mechanism that uses digital signature to authenticate multiple email header fields and the sender identity as well [8, 2] . similar ← "N o" 27: return similar SPF: Sender Policy Framework enables to verify that the sending mail server is an authorized sender of the domain that appears in the "mail from" address [8] .
The "From" header field shows the email address of the sender, and optionally the name of the sender. The "Received" header field contains two token: from which indicate the server sending the email as well as it's IP address; by that shows the machine receiving it and the protocol it's using. Each server that receives the emails add it's own "Received" header before transferring it.
URL Analysis: Verify if the URLs in the body of the email link to a malware or a phishing website.
Semantic Analysis: Analyze the body semantically to verify if it urges the recipient to either open an URL and fill in personal information or send that information by email to another address
In the Header Analysis Algorithm: In Line 29, URL Analysis is positive if the URL links to a malicious website or malware. In Line 34, Semantic Analysis is positive if the recipient is asked to send information and/or there is a sense of urgency in the text.
Note that our decision criteria are based on trial and error. Considering the randomness of the header fields' values in emails, we tried to choose thresholds that gave us the best compromise between true positives in phishing emails and true negative in legitimate emails. For the rest of the paper, the results we show are obtained by only the header analysis. In the Header Analysis Algorithm, instead of doing the body analysis, we will consider the email legitimate since it will have passed the rules set for the header.
PILOT EXPERIMENT
Dataset: We used 300 Legitimate emails: 100 from leaked DNC [1] and 200 from SpamAssassin's [12] easy ham. For phishing emails we used 400 emails in total; 100 collected from personal mailbox and 300 from Nazario's dataset [6] .
Results: Analysis: 51 FNs phishing emails had similar and therefore consistent header fields. 136 FPs in legitimate emails were a result of inconsistent header values, and in most of them the IP addresses analyzed couldn't be resolved or were not matching the claimed hosts. This further proves the randomness of the content of header fields. 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Header fields are an important source of information when it comes to emails. It is useful to analyze the header because we can correlate several pieces of information and verify their authenticity and coherence. However,header fields can not be trusted completely because they can be modified by the attacker and measures can be taken to avoid the authentication mechanisms (like changing the "whois" [4] information of the sending domain). This algorithm is meant to be the first step of the detection process. Higher detection rate and lower false positives may be obtained after implementing the body analysis method. The testing dataset is small but varied, and it gives a general idea about the randomness of the content of the header fields. Future work will be to incorporate into the system the body analysis, and then do a lab experiment. This will help us determine the best way to include the user in the detection process and the best kinds of notifications to use. User training programs must be considered, if we want to rely on user judgment in the detection process.
